Essential Question: How do we get what we need?

Unit 5 Week 1

Story
Clever Jack Takes the Cake
Genre
Fairy Tale
Story
“When Corn Was Cash”
Genre
Expository Text
Story
“Juanita and the Beanstalk”
Genre
Fairy Tale

Comprehension Strategy
summarize

Comprehension Skill
point of view

Vocabulary Strategy
root words

Writing Traits
sentence fluency

Grammar
singular and plural pronouns

Other Skills
capitalize I and proper nouns

Genre
fairy tale

Vocabulary

barter-
trade things for other things without money

admit-
confess to something

considered-
thought about something carefully before making a decision

creation-
something you made

humble-
not big or important

magnificent-
very beautiful and grand

payment-
amount you paid for something

reluctantly-
unwillingly or with hesitation